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Recently, interfaces between novel oxide materials have become a playground for manipulation of new functionalities. At
interfaces, the broken symmetry and the spatially conﬁned environment have been shown to modify the local interactions and
generate wholly new electronic phases (e.g. magnetism, metallicity, superconductivity etc.) distinct from the composite bulk
materials. However, to date our understanding of these interface driven phases is still limited. While there exists powerful
spatially resolved tools for visualizing the chemical and magnetic structure of an interface, a direct observation of electronic
behavior across the interface presents a major experimental challenge. After the success of creating ﬂat fractured surfaces
on Nb-doped SrTiO3 (Nb:STO) accessible to scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [1-3], we have further harnessed the
high-sensitivity to electronic local density of states (LDOS) of the scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) in cross-sectional
geometry to visualize complex oxide interface electronic properties. By extending XSTM/S to the interface between colossal
magnetoresistant manganite La2/3 Ca1/3 MnO3 (LCMO) and semiconducting Nb:STO, we were able to map the LDOS across
the boundary to unambiguously visualize the interface by the location of the valence band and elucidate the fundamental
issue of band alignment at a complex oxide heterointerface [4].
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